Fellow scholars:
This organization will bring together those from a wide range of fields interested in increasing our understanding of the renowned medieval philosopher, theologian, and natural scientist, Albert the Great (d. 1280). The society will facilitate communication between scholars worldwide and across disciplines, provide a gateway to current research and scholarship, and provide a list of conferences of interest for members. Those who wish to join this organization, or who have items for the newsletter, should contact Irven Resnick at: Irven-Resnick@utc.edu. In the future, the society plans to provide an electronic platform for the publication of new scholarship on Albertus Magnus.

Recent Publications:

Eileen C. Sweeney, “Roger Bacon and Albert the Great on Aristotle’s Notion of Science,” 447-56
Henryk Anzulewicz, “Albertus Magnus über die felicitas contemplative als die Erfüllung eines natürlichen Strebens nach Wissen,” 457-66
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Conference Presentations:

The Place of Intellect in Aristotelian Natural Philosophy (Universität zu Köln, 15-16 February, 2016)

Evelina Miteva (Köln): “Animal Soul, Human Mind: Albert the Great’s Aporetic Psychology.”